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Chaudron Pro S33

Year: 2015 Heads: 0
Location: South of France Cabins: 2
LOA: 32' 6" (9.90m) Berths: 4
Beam: 7' 3" (2.20m) Keel: Other
Draft: Engines: 2

Remarks:
FUN, FAST & FURIOUS, cruising at 45 and up to 75knts powered by the economical twin Racing Mercury 400
(New in 2018). 
Developed by World V1 Champion, Aaron Ciantar, each Chaudron is bespoke and this elegant example was
commissioned by a discerning and experienced owner, the interior and exterior reflect refined elegance Neon blue
backlighting.As new, professionally maintained, winter storage, new props this season (4000).

€154,000 Tax Paid

E: hello@nybantibes.com T: +33483282747

www.networkyachtbrokers.com | over 700 boats listed
REF: 42F7455292
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Mechanical and Rigging

Double lift 'BOBSMACHINE' (2019)

Double controls zero effort Mercury Racing - Cruise speed 45 knots - Speed max 75 knots

High-performance Lenco electric Flaps

GPS & Plotter SIMRAD GO9 multifunction (2019)

Owner upgrading props season 2020 (4000 euros)

Bespoke high-speed Cigarette with elegance and style, despite the speed, comforts include a
bimini, cockpit table, swim ladder and shower.

Inventory

Double lift 'BOBSMACHINE' (2019)
Double controls zero effort Mercury Racing - Cruise speed 45 knots - Speed max 75 knots
High-performance Lenco electric Flaps
GPS & Plotter SIMRAD GO9 multifunction (2019)
VHF - Navicom
Depth and Speed
Sound System HIFI Fusion remote-controlled 6HP (2019)
Interior and exterior Blue neon style backlighting
Battery Charger
Bilge Pump
Mercury Vessel View Mobile
Side door access to the stainless steel swimming ladder and shower
Bimini top
Electric Ancor Winch with wireless remote control & Chain counter
Anchor stainless steel with chain 30m
Teak - Flexiteck
Cockpit Table
Full cover and winter cover

Accommodation

Beautiful styling on the interior, with a double forward and the salon converts to a second
double, accented blue Neon on the exterior and interior.
Fridge
Sound System: Hifi Fusion - 6hp - Ampli- remote controls - (2019) repeated in cockpit

Remarks :

The Chaudron S33 is FUN, FAST & FURIOUS, cruising at 45 knots with tops speeds of up
to 75knts powered by the remarkably economical twin Racing Mercury 400 Verado (New in
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2018). 

From the shipyard developed by World V1 Champion, Aaron Ciantar,  this example is not
just another stripped out cigarette boat, each Chaudron is bespoke and this elegant
example was commissioned by a discerning and experienced owner, the interior and
exterior reflect refined elegance and comfort for a high-speed racing boat. The metallic
paintwork is exceptional with different hues as the sun catches each surface. Neon blue
backlighting punctuates the cockpit and interior.

Must be seen. Call us for a viewing.

 

 Contact: Network Yacht Brokers Antibes Galerie du Port Les Beaux Jours C1 10 Boulevard
d’Aguillon 06600 Antibes France

Tel: +33483282747

 Email: hello@nybantibes.com

Disclaimer : Network Yacht Brokers Antibes offers the details of this vessel for sale but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of the information
contained in the specification or warrant the condition of the vessel or equipment. A buyer should instruct his agents, or surveyors, to investigate such
details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered for sale subject to no prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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